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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Two of the most common reasons for failure to obtain adequate preoperative functional data are inadequate task perfor-
mance and excessive head motion. With an MR imaging�compatible pneumatically driven manipulandum, passive motor tasks elicited
reproducible contralateral activation in the M1 and S1 in 10 healthy controls and 6 patients. The SMA was localized in all healthy controls
and in 5 of 6 patients. Head motion was reduced in passive tasks compared with active tasks.

ABBREVIATIONS: ANOVA� analysis of variance; fMRI� functional MR imaging; BOLD� blood oxygen level�dependent; M1� primary motor cortex; SMA�
supplementary motor area; S1� primary somatosensory cortex

fMRI of the motor cortex has been shown to be useful in the

presurgical evaluation of patients with brain tumors.1 How-

ever, due to lesion-related neurologic deficits, fMRI may be com-

promised by the patient’s inability to successfully perform rele-

vant tasks. Patients with lesions in and around the sensorimotor

strip often have pre-existing weakness or sensory deficits that may

hinder their performance during standard fMRI sensorimotor

tasks such as finger tapping and hand clenching. Moreover, at-

tempts to compensate for this diminished ability may introduce

artifacts (eg, head-motion artifacts due to the recruitment of

proximal muscles in patients with cortical weakness).2

Any technique used in neurosurgical planning must be able to

produce results for single subjects and also to produce activation

in motor areas, preferably including the SMA. We present a novel

passive-movement task by using a custom-built manipulandum

(Mag Design and Engineering, Redwood City, California), which

reliably activates the S1, M1, and SMA and reduces overall head

motion and task-correlated motion compared with voluntary ac-

tive-movement paradigms in healthy controls and patients. Pre-

vious research has elicited passive BOLD sensorimotor activation

in healthy controls3 and sedated pediatric patients.4

Technique
Whole-brain MR imaging was performed on a 3T Excite VH3 MR

imaging system with a quadrature head coil (GE Healthcare, Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin). Participants’ heads were immobilized by us-

ing soft padding. Conventional structural images and echo-planar

functional images were acquired during a 90-minute session.

Ten healthy right-handed volunteers (5 women; mean age,

26.9 years) and 6 neurosurgery patients (4 women; mean, age 41

years) were recruited. Healthy controls performed a series of 4

passive (right/left index-finger tapping, right/left sequential 5-fin-

ger tapping), and 6 active (same as the passive tasks, plus right/left

hand clenching) hand-movement tasks while undergoing BOLD

echo-planar MR imaging. Four of the 6 patients had preoperative

motor deficits, which included hand weakness. Diagnoses in-

cluded oligoastrocytoma, glioblastoma, and recurrent glioma

without anaplastic features. Patients were tested with a clinically

relevant subset of the battery with passive and active motor tasks.

All tasks consisted of twelve 20-second blocks, alternating be-

tween movement and rest. A custom-built MR imaging�com-

patible pneumatically driven finger-moving device was used for

all passive tasks (Mag Design and Engineering). Left- and right-

handed devices were attached to the subjects’ hands by using Vel-

cro straps (Velcro USA, Manchester, New Hampshire). The de-

vices were controlled with E-Prime stimulus software

(Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania) and were

removed during performance of the active tasks.

During the passive tasks, the subjects were instructed to relax

while the manipulandum moved their fingers according to the
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task parameters. For active tasks, verbal instructions were pre-

sented through visual display goggles (Resonance Technology,

Northridge, California) to perform the task (“GO”) or to rest

(“STOP”).

Functional data were reconstructed and corrected for subject

motion by using SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neu-

roscience, London, United Kingdom). Spatial smoothing was not

performed to preserve the improved spatial resolution of the

high-resolution echo-planar images.5 Differences between stim-

ulus and rest conditions were examined by using analysis of co-

variance with global signal-intensity and low-frequency compo-

nents treated as nuisance covariates. Correction for multiple

comparisons was performed by using the theory of Gaussian ran-

dom fields.6 Functional maps were displayed at 3 statistical

thresholds: the most stringent, P � .05, corrected for multiple

comparisons; a less stringent, P � .001, uncorrected for multiple

comparisons; and the least stringent, P � .01, uncorrected.

Head motion was estimated by using the realignment routine

in SPM2. The transformation data were then further analyzed

by using custom Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts)

scripts. For the patients in whom only a subset of tasks was per-

formed, motion parameters were compared between analogous

tasks (eg, sequential finger tapping and sequential passive finger

movement). Translational and rotational parameters were ana-

lyzed separately. The single greatest displacement from each fMRI

task was extracted from the SPM2 realignment transformation

data by calculating the maximum difference in the absolute values

of the realignment parameters between consecutive acquisitions

in the time series and analyzed with repeated measures ANOVA

with 1 between-subjects factor (controls versus patients) and 1

within-subjects factor (passive versus active). Average motion per

TR was also calculated for both translational and rotational move-

ment and subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with 1 be-

tween-subjects factor (controls versus patients) and 2 within-sub-

jects factors (task, passive versus active; and direction, x, y, z). The

extent to which head motion was correlated with the stimulus

frequency was estimated by calculating the value of the power

spectrum of the realignment parameters at the stimulation fre-

quency.7 Repeated measures ANOVAs were also performed on

the value of the power spectrum.

The data from the passive motor tasks showed contralateral

activation in S1 and M1 in all controls and patients. The SMA was

activated during the passive tasks in all healthy controls and 5 of 6

patients. fMRI results in healthy controls from the passive tasks

were consistent with the analogous active movement tasks with

the exception of the passive index finger movement, which tended

to have a less robust pattern of activation than the active index

finger tapping. Patients’ passive tasks also elicited activation com-

parable with the active tasks (Fig 1). Patients had greater transla-

tional head movement than controls (0.44 versus 0.26 mm) [F

(1,47) � 24.9] (P � .0001). Passive tasks were associated with less

translational movement than active tasks (0.34 versus 0.26 mm)

[F (1,47) � 14.1] (P � .001). In addition, there was a significant

interaction between task and group, so that patients had a greater

FIG. 1. Activation maps of pneumatically driven left-index-finger movement (A) and volitional left-index-finger movement (B) from a represen-
tative healthy control subject; and pneumatically driven sequential right-finger movement (C) from a representative patient with recurrent
low-grade glioma and preoperativeweakness in the right hand and leg. Tasks display similar activation of S1 (yellowarrows), M1 (blue arrows), and
SMA (green arrows). Figures are shown in radiologic convention.
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decrease in translational movement for the passive tasks com-

pared with the active tasks than controls [F (1,47) � 5.0] (P �

.05). Rotational-movement passive tasks resulted in less move-

ment compared with active tasks. In patients, however, there was

a trend toward decreased rotational movement during the passive

tasks. Patients and controls did not differ significantly in rota-

tional movement, and there was not a significant interaction be-

tween group and task. Average translational movements per TR

were greater in the patients than the controls [F (1,47) � 59.5]

(P � .0001) and were greater also in the y- and z-axes than in the

x-axis direction [F (1,47) � 73] (P � .0001).

DISCUSSION
Two of the most common reasons for failure to obtain adequate

functional data in previous preoperative fMRI studies of patients

have been inadequate task performance and excessive head mo-

tion.2 Our preliminary results by using a performance-invariant

passive sensorimotor paradigm using a manipulandum showed

reproducible activation of the S1, M1, and SMA in individual

healthy controls and patients. The use of the manipulandum re-

duced head motion compared with active tasks. This reduction

was greater for patients than for controls. Task-correlated motion

was also decreased, though this was only significant in healthy

controls.

Multiple studies have shown a good correspondence between

presurgical functional imaging findings and postoperative deficits

based on the distance of activation from the lesion boundaries.5,8

Many patients with brain tumors or other structural lesions are

excluded from functional motor mapping due to their inability to

perform relevant tasks. The development of passive tasks can ex-

tend the advantages of preoperative fMRI to the subset of neuro-

surgical candidates with pre-existing deficits. An added advantage

of using a passive sensorimotor task is the ability to more precisely

control subject performance through standardized tasks, thereby

equalizing performance. Standardized tasks rely less on effort or

cooperation and thus allow a clearer interpretation of activation

maps by decreasing noncontrolled cognitive processes. There is

also evidence that the amplitude and frequency of voluntary hand

movement influences activation.9-11 In sum, use of a manipulan-

dum as in this study can decrease confounding factors related to

subject compliance and task unpredictability that lead to variabil-

ity in results.
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